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Clinton/Trump:
A General Semantics Analysis on Process and Outcome
My mentor Dr. S. I. Hayakawa later United States Senator from California once told
me, “If Hitler did not have the Jews he would have to invented them.” That is the key
to understanding both the victory and the loss in the latest election. Of course, the
perceived merits of each candidate, was critical in the winning and losing of the
election. There are so many variables to consider in the analysis of why and how
this revolutionary unexpected change took place in our country. That is not the
nature of my remarks. The volumes of books being written at this moment, the soulsearching essays, op-ed pieces and the hours of being spent by talking heads on both
sides may miss the key point to the elections outcome.
Think about the last time that you got in a verbal or even physical Hight with
someone. Needless to say emotions ran high and continued to affect your behavior
after the conHlict was over. Rumination, accusation, inference and conclusion we’re
drawn about the who, how and why of the conHlicts origin.
Depending on the severity and nature of the conHlict some sort of a perspective is
reached, and the event is Hiled in our personal history. With time inconsistencies
become clearer as our memory smooth’s over conHlicting factors of the conHlict.
Regardless of who won the election the outcome was guaranteed by both
candidates! The use of two valued logic and polar terms explains much of the
genuine discontent felt by those whose candidate did not win.
Two-valued logic insists that there are only a couple of ways that the truth can be
seen and clearly understood. Moreover it suggests that anyone who does not see the
things that way is wrong. Sometimes even those who do not see individuals and
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events as they are presented in this “right — wrong” formulation, judge those with a
different perspective as stupid, ignorant, malicious, pathological, or substandard in
someway.
Take the repeated accusations by Secretary Clinton about Donald Trump. He is unHit
to be president as a result of his irrationality, instability, unpredictability and Hlawed
moral character as seen in his relationships with women and minorities. This
message regardless of the truth or falseness of the accusation was repeated over and
over in impassioned speeches and skillfully created video advertisements.
Just as Secretary Clinton question the Hitness of
Mr. Trump so did the Trump juggernaut.
“Crooked Hillary” resonated from every
presentation made by Donald Trump as he
pushed his way to victory questioning the
character of Secretary Clinton.
The entire country nay, the entire world heard
for months on end about the evil consequences
of allowing a continuation of the Obama policies
with Hillary Clinton in the White House.
Both bashed each other like Teutonic Knights in
a life and death struggle of right versus wrong,
good versus evil in an unholy battle that played
itself out 24/7 for more than a year. Month after
month they swung inference, innuendo
countering and the accusations of each other on
social media and television.
The mind numbing Hlood of mostly unproven “facts” followed by a stream of people
ready to give their testimony. This became a predictable reality! They were ready to
support the despicable allegations towards the candidates.
Depending on whether you were a CNN or Fox viewer the tennis match spun the ball
to the left or to the right. What each side did was to hammer their point relentlessly,
inexorably, harshly and yes, sometimes even ruthlessly at an American public
increasingly bewilder about what to believe and what to do.
It was like one great party of licentious debauchery making the Sodom and
Gomorrah look like Mr. Rogers’s children’s program. The parties over! The mess left
by all who participated makes for one massive national hangover, from which we all
are and will suffer. For some it would appear that all hope is lost and our country
doomed to be ruined by a maniac.
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Democrat or Republican, it makes little difference, for some the fabric of our nation
that has been stitched together with our blood and treasure over the centuries has
been irreconcilably damaged.
To others it is like Bastille Day. The prison doors Hlung open with unexpected
freedom and hope available for the Hirst time in years for the downtrodden
disenfranchised and for those who had given up hope.
As S. I. Hayakawa said, ”If Hitler did not have the Jews he would have to invented
them.” Both campaigns spent multiple millions of dollars trying to convince us that
there is only one hope and that is devote for their candidate. The daily assertions
that failing to do so would cause catastrophic destruction to the United States of
America and its future. Our country has survived tumulus elections over the
centuries that divided our country around people and policies. People were driven
to the streets to protest and proselytize their positions.
There is a difference today. We are bombarded with brickbats of inaccurate
innuendos sold as truth and unquestioned fact. Is it not naïve to believe that after
this national uproar that the day after the election everybody will simply stop the
rancor and returned to their daily activities as a united America?
Churchill once said, “You have sown the wind and you will reap the whirlwind.”
And so it is today. Regardless who would have won the election either candidate
would be crying for unity today among all Americans.
But how do you do that? Do we just simply stop and say I was only kidding? I didn’t
mean all those things I said about all those people that do not see the world the way
I do? Is voting day a day that is imbued with magic capable off reestablishing
principles? Are we to believe that some sort of revolting will occur resulting in an
acceptance of difference between those who have had a partisan truth pumped at
them like a Hirehose spewing bias, bigotry and yes, bullshit!
What can we learn from this? Have you ever had the experience of having a close
friend go through a divorce? At the last minute change his or her mind after you have
said privately and publicly how much you disliked their mate, and thought they were
the wrong person to have been married to in the Hirst place?
Well, here we are. We’ve all said and done things that we would probably like to have
unsaid or undone. It’s too late now! We can’t take the words back. What we can learn
from this is that we must not say the things we said them in the way that we did.
If we can collectively walk away from this destructive irrational two-valued logic and
replace our thinking with, what we in General Semantics call, a multi-valued logic
that incorporates difference not as wrong or evil but just that, different. If we as a
culture and a nation can begin to look at each other as that great philosopher Willie
Nelson once uttered in a song, “He ain’t wrong he is just different.”
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Maybe then we can realize the wisdom of a simple black man who looked into a
television camera and asked a fundamental question each of us needs to hear and
act upon, “Can’t we all get along?” Rodney King where are you now that your nation
need you most?

ref.: Sir Winston Churchill You have sown the wind and you will reap the whirlwind
(Hosea 8:1-14)
S.I. Hayakawa If Hitler did not have the Jews he would have to invented them.
Rodney King Can’t we all get along? (1992)
Willy Nelson song Mamas don’t let your babies grow up to be cowboys (1975)
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